Rover 75

Celebrating 100 years of automotive tradition and delight.

Presence, poweL luxury and choice.
The RoverT5 is a rare animal, a car that actually delivers what its advertising

promises

-

true luxury, classic British styling and a price tag that leaves

plenty of change for a designer suit or two. There are now four distinct models

and two engine variants to chose from, one to suit everyone's personal
taste, to match and cornplement whatever environment you prefer.

The Classic offers the refinement and traditional qualities that one has
come to love and expect from a Rover. The Club adds to this with an extra
touch of luxury. The Cdti offers class leading European refìnement of today's
common rail diesel technology in a vehicle unequaled for everyday urban
fuel efficiency and long distance cruising.

The Connoisseur is the flagship of the range with everything you could
possibly want from the most elegant car on the road and just that little

bit more.
l¡Jhatever model you choose, owning a Rover 75 will make you appreciate

that this vehicle hasn't been designed to simply just compete with other
luxury cars, its been created to fundamentally raise the quality of the driving

experience you should expect.

lnstant recognition.

process of additional development and
whilst the Rover 75 has always represented the benchmark of the prestige and luxury sector, the
lamp units take on a subtle new form
further enhancements continues with the new Rover 75. For instance, the distinctive Rover twin-lens
The revised front and rear bumper designs also
to house the latest powerful halogen projector headlights, which are now fitted as standard.
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bring cleaner, simpler lines to the car. lnterior modifications allow more interior space. New elegant driving instrumentation further
augments
the classic interior whilst improving legibility. Driveability has also been further enhanced with improved, more responsive
steering. lt is thanks

to this constant attention to the smallest of details that ensures the Rover 75 remains the luxury sedan of choice to the discerning
buyer.
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A class-leading ride.
Highly capable handling requires one engineering factor above all others

-

a rigid body shell. Without it, no amount of suspension tuning will deliver
handling prowess. The Bover 75's engineers specified an impressively stiff
body shell from the very beginning, using innovative, dual thickness steels

which combine strength with lightness. The result is a chassis with all the
prerequisites fora great driving experience (and one that gathered a 'Best
Engineered' award in Germany, no less). When coupled with lightweight,
compact MacPherson strut front suspension, and an ingenious adaptatlon
of the renowned Z-axle at the rear, you will have a car with qualities of handling

and control that will tempt you to take the long route to every destination.

Anti-dive and anti-squat geometry help keep the resultant ride reassuringly
stable under both braking and acceleration. Power assisted steering now has
a quicker rack ratio which adds to the responsive feel at all speeds. You'll find

that the Rover 75 has a supple and agile character that never compromises
ride comfort.

An auto that's automatically better.
Rover 75's automatic transmission, fitted as standard equipment across

the entire model and engine range, is designed to be anything thing but
standard. ln fact it has been purely designed for one purpose only; to
make your life as easy as possible. Equipped with five speeds for sharper

acceleration, extra responsiveness and improved economy, this
sophisticated auto is capable of making its own intelligent decisions
about the correct gear ratio for varying road conditions. lt's programmed

with three different modes

-

Winter, Sports and Normal each of which

is designed to suit the needs of a different set of driving circumstances.

l¡linter mode helps avoid wheelspin in icy conditions by pulling away in
second; reducing torque to improve traction and help you maintain better

control. Sports mode changes down earlier, keeping the engine revs in
close relationship with peak power making easy work of passing vehicles

quickly and safely. And despite its name, Normal mode turns out to be
anything but; it's capable of adapting its shift patterns to suit every situation
from high altitude driving to pulling any trailer. lt can even tell when you're

driving downhill and apply engine braking in response to pressure on the
brake pedal. So whether you are transporting a full load or enjoying a long
country drive, your Rover 75 ensures the task is less of an undertaking and
more of a delight.
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An interior with no equal.
The Rover 75 possesses one of the most admired interiors in the motoring

world. The airy feel of its Beige and wood interior theme creates a very
different atmosphere that is a cut above other luxury vehicles,
l¡Je

have used traditional materials like soft leather* for the seating to give

a tangible air of refinement, blended with cool chrome to create an effect

that is utterly contemporary, yet warm and inviting. The lines of its handsome
dash are designed to blend naturally with the rest of the interior, its opulent

finish complementing the Rover 75's unique, elliptical dials, softly backlit at
night. The sumptuous seats are padded with dual-firmness foams for extra

support and comfort and there are directional reading lamps and useful
drink holders for front and rear passengers. The revised rear seating design
of this latest model makes access even easier and allows your legs more
room to manoeuvre once you're seated.

All models also feature Dual Zone Automatic Temperature Control that,
unlike conventional air conditioning, regulates cabin temperature to match
your preferred setting.tnlhen you drive your new Rover you'll appreciate the
quiet, cocooning environment thanks to the presence ofa double bulkhead

between the passenger cabin and engine bay and by the specification of
triple door seals and window glass that is a full 40o/" thicker than standard,
So please come in, sit down, make yourself comfortable; drive.

*Standard leather seats ava¡lable on selecled models.

1

Sandstone Beige leather

2

3 Mode Auto Transmission

3

Electric seats with position memory.

Smooth, effortless power.
Engine performance

-

powerand torque

The Rover 75's light all-alloy, quad cam, 24 valve engine has been designed
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with one principle in mind. Refined, efficient performance. The 2.5 litre V6
delivers a healthy 13OkW of power. lt uses the latest electronic management,
and features ourVariable lntake System (VlS). As the engine speed increases,
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VIS progressively reduces the length of the inlet manifold to almost eliminate

torque peaks across the engine's rpm range. This means you have optimum
power at your disposal, whenever you need it, irrespective of engine speed.
Extensive measures have been taken to reduce maintenance requirements.

Valves require no routine adjustment; special platinum tipped spark plugs
are designed to last for 100,000kms and the cambelts for 150,000kms.
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Mâx Power: 130 kW @ 65m rpm
Max Torque: 24O Nf, @ 4000 ipm
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ln fact, there is approximately only 6 hours service time scheduled for the

first four years of the Rover 75's life.

Surprising power, welcome economy'
The innovative

turbo diesel marks
2'0 litre Cdti common rail intercooled

torque
Engine performanceo- power and

it represents arguably one of the smoothest
consumption. More importantly'
rail turbo diesel engines available'
and most refined European common

intercooling and direct
The 16-valve turbo configuration features

close to the ideal flat profile' putting
injection, while the torque curve ls
irrespective of engine speed'
generous pulling power at your disposal
provides superior
common rail diesel technology also
The most advanced

gains during in-gear acceleration
mid-range torque producing significant

-

vital for safe and fast overtaking'

in power and performance' the
Yet despite these significant advantages
in its class' able to achieve
75 is one of the most frugal diesel engines
Rover

highway driving'
6'7 litres per 1O0km for combined city and
and power and welcome the
You will be surprised by the refinement

a remarkable

advances in economY.
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achievement' lt outperforms many
a remarkable step in engineering
torque' to top speed' emissions and fuel
larger engines for power and
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Quality entertai nment.
able to en¡oy your
One of the rewards of traveling in comfort is being
and the Rover 75
favourite track played by high-quality sound equipment,
system delivers
is happy to oblige. You'll find the standard, six-speaker
separate woofers and tweeters mounted in the

sparkling sound via

doors' A CD
front doors and the full-range loudspeakers in the rear
steering
player/RDS tuner forms the standard system and includes

aerial' ln
wheel mounted controls and a discreet screen-mounted

set-up, with
addition, the club model has an auditorium-quality sound
that includes MP3 capability' additional rear

a premium CD-Tuner

tweeters and 6-disc CD auto-changer'
satisfying as its
To help make your journey's conclusion as precise and

with satellite
duration, the Connoisseur model is fitted as standard
(GPS) and a CD-based map
navigation using a Global Positioning System
aerial communicates with a network of 24 satellites

directory. The GPS

time' can accurately
orbiting the earth and by selecting four at any one
your destination
pinpoint your position to within 3O metres' Simply input
you all the way' You can choose
and the system will plan a route and direct
and fastest routes' even between maior or more

between the shortest

scenicminorroads'Andwhenyouarrive'localinformationisavailableon
itemsofinterestsuchasshops,hotelsandrestaurants'AcolourLCDscreen

displaysallthemapsinformationanddirectiondetailsanddoublesasa
and radio display information
colour W. The screen also provides CD stacker
as well as triP comPuter data.
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Defence from a position of strength'
only been achieved
The Rover 75's inherently high safety standards have
its occupants
designing a car from the ground up to specifically shield
by

roads'
and their belongings from the dangers of today's crowded
steels'
Neary 40o/o of its body weight consists of special high-strength
door skins first line defence against side impacts'

including the outer

-

beams form
underfloor box beams, reinforced footwells and side-impact
cell, while a ring of steel around each front door

a strong passenger safety

protection features
opening prevents iamming during a frontal impact' Cabin

pretensioners and
include twin front and side (thorax) airbags, seatbelt
ABS' disc brakes all
seats with anti-submarine ramps' Four wheel sensing
(EBD) are fitted as standard
round and Electronic Brakeforce Distribution
for controlling braking in all circumstances'

rigidity, earning a four
Recent Euro NCAP tests reflect this chassis body
protection airbags fitted as
star safety rating without the aid of front roof
tests been conducted on
standard on all new Rover 75 models' Had the
better' with Euro NCAP
the new models, the result would have been even
to five stars"'
indicating that this "would take this rating close

For your security and peace of mind while driving we've fitted

a

console-mounted master locking switch. While you're away from your
Rover, remotely activated superlocking disables door lock releases
and sophisticated electronic networks stand ready to trigger the alarm.
This alarm system is fitted as standard on all RoverT5 models. ln a feature

combining safety with convenience, the boot can only be opened by the
remote control. A robust engine immobilizer and remote control with
continuously rolling security code complete the defences.
The vehicle design safety features are further enhanced by an extensive
3 year 100,000km warranty for your complete peace of mind. When you
buy a Rover 75, you are also covered by our 24 hour, 7 day a week MG
Rover Assist Program. This extensive program can come to your aid with

over the phone technical assistance, minor roadside repairs, hotel and
rental assistance, emergency fuel, key or battery replacement and even
an urgent message relay program.*
So, in the unlikely event of an emergency, you can be assured MG Rover

will assist at anytime and anywhere throughout Australia.

*Some conditions apply. Please review ¡4G Rover Assist terms and conditìons for further details
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Rover wasn't built in a daY.
the
ln a world that's forever changing, it's reassuring to know that
motor vehicles
Rover 75 is the latest in a strong lineage of exceptional
that has
from one of Europe's oldest and most recognised car brands
years'
been producing motor vehicles for over 100
motor
The Rover brand has always been synonymous with Britain's
a
share
name
industry. All the vehicles that have borne the Rover

commonheritage;theyareunashamedlyandquintessentiallyBritish.
design and
Rover cars have always been refined and timeless in their

character, reflecting the company's credo to produce exceptional'
innovatively engineered cars.

The first Rover was introduced in 1904, a single cylinder engine
producing 8 bhp. From these humble beginnings came a range of
vehicles other manufacturers could only dream was part of their
portfolio. From the pre-war Rover 14 Meteor models, to the post-war
P3's, P4 and the still highly sought after P5 V8 and much loved SD1'
Today, Rovers are true thoroughbreds created through generation
in
after generation of continual engineering excellence, culminating
the all new Rover 75. A classic for tomorrow.

RoverT5 V8 model shown.
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Make an impression.
The RoverT5 is a very individual expression of taste and style'
You will find subtle shades, dramatic tones, eye-catching

metallics and shimmering pearlescent finishes in our range o[
eight vibrant colours. lt means there's a colour that's right for
the impression you want to make.

DoverWhite

Platinum Gold Metallic

Tempest Grey Metallic

Starlight Silver Metallic

-I

British Racing Green Pearlescent

Royal Blue Pearlescent
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Black Pearl Pearlescent

f(

Ski Blue Pearlescent
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Technical Specifications.
DIESEL

PETROL

2.0 CdtiDOHC 16 valve

2.5 V6 DOHC 24 valve
ENGINE

Aluminimum alloy construction

construction

Aluminimum

CAPACTTY

Bore xstroke (mm)
Compression ratio

1951

80.0

x

84.0 x88.0

82.8

18.0:1

10.25:1

Poweroutput

130kV'J @

6500 rPm

Maximum torque

240Nm

4000 rPm

Fuel

TRANSMISSION

Automatic

STEERING

Tuming circle (metres)

SUSPENSION

Front
Rear

BRAKES

Front
Rear

turbo with common rail direct injection

2497

(cc)

@

lntercooled

Transverse 4

Transverse V6 layout. Variable lntake SYstem

96kll'l@ 3500 rpm
300Nm

@

1900 rpm

Diesel

Standard unleaded
Front Wheel Drive

Electronic AdaPtive 5 sPeed with Normal, SPort & l¡linter modes

Powerassisted linear ratio rack & pinion
11.33
All independent with anti-dive and anti-squat
MacPherson struts with coil springs, anti-roll barand gas dampers
Z-axle with coil sPrings, anti-roll barand gas damPers
Pad wearwarning
Bosch 5. 7 4-channel electronic ABS with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution.

Ventilated discs
Solid discs

Performa nce, lnlei ghts and

Ca

pacities.
PEÍROL

DIESEL

Top Speed (km/h)

275

190

0-100 km/h

9.5

71.4

10.5

6.7

7625

1655

Maxroof load

80

80

Max towing weight (unbmked)

750

750

1600

750

Fuel

65

65

Loadspace, seah up

432

432

Seats down

674

674

PERFORMANCE

RJEL ECONOMY (LitresÄO0km)

Combined

hJEIGHTS (KG)

KerbWeight

Max towing weight

(bnked)

CAPACmES (LffRES)

æ!*I¡rû.;rf[ilÞ*

Dimensions.

t

1778mm
Alld¡rens¡ons in mm
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orchange anyofthedela¡ls in this brochureôtany
limewithout not¡ce Some ol the eqúipment shown or referred lo
m¿y only be available ås an option al exka cost Dealers ar€ not
agents of MG Rover Auskalia by any erpress or impllêd
undertaking or representation. MG RoverAuskalia i5 a d¡vision of
l4olorGroupAustraliô PtyLtd ABNTó101051 101
Publical¡on Number MGRA-R75-07/04-B

Contact us on 1800 720 001 or visit www.rovercars.com.au to find out more or to organise a test drive.

